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While NAT 5 does meet ‘face-to-face’ at an annual meeting it is primarily supported by 
monthly virtual meetings and networking facilitated by an online meeting space and 
community of practice (CoP). 
 
 
 
The Webex online 
meeting space 
enables all 
members of the 
NAT to participate 
regardless of 
location and fosters 
discussion and 
research ideas in 
an open format. 
Members log into 
the meeting via 
computer and join 
the audio 
conference through 
a toll free phone 
line. 
 
 
 
At each monthly meeting members are encouraged to share updates about their work, 
or that of their agency, bring forth news of conferences they have attended or plan to 
attend, and share professional achievements. The remainder of the one hour meeting 
time is usually focused on specific collaborative work and ongoing research projects. 
 
The flexibility of the Webex program also allows the NAT to view documents in active 
real time via their computer where they can be instantly edited and revised by the group 
as a whole. 
 
The NAT has been privileged to have guest speakers such as Suzanne Tough, Deborah 
McNeil, Vicky Russell (AUS), Kat Ford (UK) and Laurie Drabble (US) join them for virtual 
discussions on new programs, practices or promising research. 

 
 

 
 

http://www.webex.com/lpintl/us/sem/sem-together.html?CPM=KNC-sem&TrackID=1021381&semid=sFu2xOOsp_5578465946�
http://www.webex.com/lpintl/us/sem/sem-together.html?CPM=KNC-sem&TrackID=1021381&semid=sFu2xOOsp_5578465946


 
The second aspect of the network’s virtual community is a Webex platform workspace 
hosted in part by the BC Centre of Excellence for Women’s Health. Within this collective 
workspace each NAT member can quickly retrieve documents, research materials, 
collective papers, calendars, member lists and links as well as many other unique 
features which make collaboration within the network seamless and convenient. 
 
 
This method of sharing gives the network’s researchers and service providers immediate 
access to the latest resources and data and serves as an administrative and networking 
tool for the NAT lead and support staff. 
 
 
 
 

 

http://womensu-vc.webexone.com/login.asp?loc=&link=�
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